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SUBJECT
   Developments in K-12 Education

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
   Sherri Ybarra, Superintendent of Public Instruction, will share developments in K-12 education with the Board.

BOARD ACTION
   This item is for informational purposes only. Any action will be at the Board’s discretion.
SUBJECT
Keep Idaho Students Safe (KISS) Initiative Overview – Informational Item

APPLICABLE STATUTE, RULE, OR POLICY
Section 33-1631, Idaho Code, Requirements for Harassment, Intimidation and Bullying Information and Professional Development.
HB 287, Section 5 (2017) – Appropriations, Public Schools, Division of Children’s Programs; HB 634 (2018), Section 33-136, Idaho Code, Suicide Prevention in Schools.
Idaho Administrative Code, IDAPA 08.02.03 – Section 160, Safe Environment and Discipline.

ALIGNMENT WITH STRATEGIC PLAN
Goal 1: A Well Educated Citizenry, Objective D: Quality Education

BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION
The Keep Idaho Students Safe (KISS) Initiative is an effort that builds upon existing efforts around school safety and student wellness. It is critical that the state explore every opportunity to ensure students are safe in Idaho schools.

Key components of the Initiative include:
• Create a ‘school safety course’ worth three (3) credits to be required for teacher and administrator recertification. The course will cover a range of safety topics.
• Explore avenues for every school in the state to have trained, armed human security presence.
• Focus existing trainings and conferences on behavioral threat assessment, bullying prevention and crisis response.
• Establish a Statewide Safety Officer position at the Department to meet deficiencies identified by building level threat assessments to increase school security profiles.
• Convene stakeholders and subject matter experts to create suicide prevention training materials for schools to adhere to pending legislation.

IMPACT
This effort will increase the safety profile of Idaho schools through expanding the knowledge and awareness of staff to prevent, identify and intervene youth risk behaviors and threats to schools. Expanding state-level supports will aid in bringing school safety subject matter expertise to local jurisdictions. Additionally, increased law enforcement presence will serve as a deterrent to those planning on harmful actions on campus. The fiscal impact has yet to be determined.
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STAFF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In 2017 the Idaho Legislature enacted the Idaho School Safety and Security Act (Chapter 59, Title 33, Idaho Code). This Act established the Office of School Safety and Security in the Division of Building Safety and the Idaho School Safety and Security Advisory Board. The legislative intent behind this act is:

- to promote the safety and security of the students attending the public education institution of the state; provide recommendations, systems and training to assist public educational institutions at all levels for the safety and security of students;
- enhance the safety and security resources available to public educational institutions;
- ensure that periodic security assessments of statewide public educational institutions are conducted and reported;
- ensure that surveys are conducted and research information is reported to appropriate parties;
- promote the use of technical methods, devices and improvements to address school security; encourage the recognition of security design to be incorporated in future construction or renovation of public education institutions;
- and provide written reports of security assessments to appropriate school administrative authorities.

As used in this chapter of Idaho Code, public educational institutions include public postsecondary institutions and public schools. The Office of School Safety and Security serves as an additional resource available to public schools and postsecondary institutions.

Any components to the initiative that required changes to educator preparation standards, certification, or certification renewal requirements would come back to the Board through the rulemaking process for Board action.

BOARD ACTION

This item is for informational purposes only. Any action will be at the Board’s discretion.
Keep Idaho Students Safe (KISS) Initiative Overview
April 4, 2018

Current Efforts
The State Department of Education (SDE) is committed to supporting schools in creating safe and supportive learning environments for every student in Idaho. Social and emotional wellness is prerequisites for academic success. As such, activity to keep students safe through prevention, intervention and response strategies is an ongoing effort; below are descriptions of current SDE supports for schools in this area:

- **Superintendent Ybarra’s Stop Bullying Initiative** - this is intended to raise awareness of bullying and harassment through public service announcements and includes an anti-bullying toolkit.
- **Idaho Prevention and Support Conference** - this is an annual, statewide conference hosted by the SDE and draws approximately 700 school counselors, administrators, school resource officers, program providers and various stakeholders. The focus centers on addressing youth risk behaviors (bullying, suicide, drug and alcohol use, etc.) and fostering optimal conditions for learning.
- **Local / Regional Trainings** - SDE staff provides trainings / presentations on bullying, suicide prevention and related topics at schools, conferences, parent nights and other events on an ongoing basis.
- **Tools and Resources** - the SDE website contains guidance, legal references, program summaries, policy examples, links to national resources and public service announcements focused on preventing and addressing bullying and harassment.
- **Data** - the SDE administers the Youth Risk Behavior Survey, which is anonymously administered to a random sample of 9-12 graders biennially and includes questions about bullying, harassment, suicide ideation and related topics. The SDE also collects incidents of bullying from school districts on an annual basis.
- **Suicide Prevention** - in partnership with the Office of Suicide Prevention (housed in the Department of Health and Welfare), the SDE administers the Idaho Lives Project, which entails the implementation of a best practice suicide prevention program called Sources of Strength in Idaho schools. Sources of Strength focuses on cultivating positive school climates through student-led activities to foster hope, help, strength, resiliency and grit.
- **Funding** - The SDE administers funding to school districts for prevention activities. Resources include Safe and Drug Free Schools ($4 million state funds) and Title IVA ($2 million in federal ESSA funds). IVA funding has three priorities, and only one of which is safe and healthy students. Schools determine how to prioritize these funds.
- **Idaho Office of School Safety and Security** - This office is housed within the Division of Building Safety. The primary mission of the office is conducting onsite security vulnerability assessment of every publicly funded school campus in the state and assisting with prioritizing threat mitigation steps.
While these current efforts are valuable supports to address school safety; more can be done to assure every student in Idaho feels safe at school. This is where the KISS Initiative comes into play.

**KISS Initiative Overview**

No one strategy is sufficient to address school safety; therefore a multi-pronged approach is required to protect students from harm. The combination of equipping staff with knowledge, tools and resources, and increasing human security presence is a holistic approach to keeping students safe. The components of KISS are informed by stakeholders, parents, students and school staff and include the following:

- **School Safety Course** - the SDE is designing a 3 credit course (45hrs) focused on protecting students and addressing risk behaviors. The initial vision is for this course to be required for teacher and administrator recertification (required every five years) and will be offered 25 times a year throughout the state. The content of the course will be designed by subject matter experts representing various stakeholder groups. The following topics have been identified as areas of focus for the course:
  - Social / emotional learning
  - Positive school climate strategies
  - Bullying / harassment prevention
  - Social media impact on student interactions
  - Dating relationship violence prevention
  - Human trafficking prevention
  - Internet crimes against children awareness
  - Suicide prevention
  - Sexual assault prevention
  - Drug and alcohol use prevention
  - Behavioral threat assessment

Subject matter experts are being convened to design the standards for the course; these will be aligned with the Idaho Core Teaching Standards. Rather than a series of ‘standalone’ trainings clustered together to meet the time requirement for the course; the SDE will facilitate a process of identifying themes across the topics listed above to highlight root causes of risk behaviors and common approaches to inoculate students from dangerous activities that disrupt well-being and interrupt learning. As the process of designing the course plays out refinement will occur depending on topics / themes that emerge.

*Cost Estimate: $1,990,000.00*
✓ **Security Grant for Schools** - the SDE is focused on securing funds for all Idaho schools to have a trained security presence. While School Resource Officers (SROs) commonly fill this role, lack of resources (both human and financial) is a barrier to establishing this presence throughout the state. These individuals may be SROs, retired military / law enforcement or private security. All will receive the same training.

- Total number of student-occupied school buildings in Idaho: 732
- Grant funding proposed per building: $25,000
- Estimated cost for training per individual: $500

**Cost Estimate: $18,666,000.00**

✓ **Statewide Crisis Communications Counselor** - this position would be housed in the SDE and serve as the single point of contact for school counselors (primarily) for support in addressing student social / emotional issues. This position will serve as a dedicated ‘lifeline’ for threats to schools as a way to quickly leverage resources at the state level. Activities the Statewide Crisis Communications Counselor will provide include:

- Assisting schools in implementing a behavioral threat assessment system
- Identification and implementation of crisis response resources
- Maintaining a repository of local mental health providers
- Identifying grants and other resources to increase healthy school climates
- Leveraging state-level supports to assist schools in addressing student risk behaviors (Juvenile Corrections, Division of Building Safety, Health and Welfare)
- Conduct training based on the unique needs of local jurisdictions

**Cost Estimate: $116,584.45 (includes salary, fringe and $20K in operational funds)**

**Keep Idaho Students Safe Total Cost Estimate: $20,772,584.45**
Rationale

1. Social, emotional and physical wellness are prerequisites for academic success.
2. While efforts are taking place to address school safety and student wellness, many continue to struggle and are scared.
Rationale

17
Number of school shootings in US in 2018

25.8
Percent of Idaho high schoolers bullied in the last 12 months

21.7
Percent of Idaho high schoolers who seriously considered suicide in the last 12 months

29.6
Percent of Idaho high schoolers who carried a weapon (gun, knife, club) in the past 30 days

Current Efforts

• Bullying prevention initiative
• Idaho Prevention and Support Conference
• Idaho Lives Project- suicide prevention
• Youth Risk Behavior Survey
• Tools & Resources
• Funding
• Local / regional trainings
Keep Idaho Students Safe (KISS)

No single strategy is sufficient to address school safety; therefore a multi-pronged approach is required to protect students from harm. KISS is intended to do the following:

1. Equip school staff with knowledge, tools and resources to prevent and respond to risk behaviors and dangers facing students
2. Increase security presence in Idaho schools
3. Expand state capacity to assist schools in crisis situations

School Safety Course

The SDE is convening subject matter experts to design a 3 credit school safety course that will be required for teacher & administrator recertification. Topics to be addressed include:

- Social / emotional learning
- Positive school climate strategies
- Bullying / harassment prevention
- Social media impact on student interactions
- Dating violence prevention
- Suicide prevention
- Human trafficking prevention
- Internet crimes against children awareness
- Drug and alcohol use prevention
- Behavioral threat assessment

Cost estimate: $1,990,000.00
Trained Security Presence in Schools

The SDE is focused on securing funds for all Idaho schools to have a trained security presence. While School Resource Officers commonly fill this role, lack of resources (both human and financial) is a barrier to establishing this presence throughout the state. These individuals may be SROs, retired military / law enforcement or private security.

These individuals will receive uniform training.

*Cost estimate:* $18,666,000.00

Crisis Communication Counselor

Housed in the SDE and the point of contact for school counselors for support in addressing social / emotional issues. Activities include:

- Behavioral threat assessment implementation
- Maintain a repository of local mental health providers
- Conduct trainings based on local needs
- Assist in responding to crises
- Leverage state-level supports to address student risk behaviors

*Cost estimate:* $116,584.45
Questions

Matt McCarter | Director, Student Engagement / Career & Technical Readiness
Idaho State Department of Education
650 W State Street, Boise, ID 83702
208 332 6800
mamccarter@sde.idaho.gov
www.sde.idaho.gov